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ABSTRACT

A ease study has been conducted for the quanti-
tative analysis of the transmission line effects in the
Brookhaven AGS Booster ring dipole and qaadrupole
magnet string. The Booster is a rapid cycling synchro-
tron (7.5 Hz) which is excited by multiphase rectifier
power supplies. A computer model and a simulation
program are developed to study the transient current
response of the magnet string due to an applied step
voltage. To damp out the staircase noise caused by
wave reflection during the current ramp, external resis-
tors will be added in parallel with each half dipole
magnet and each quadrupole magnet. The system
model and simulation values are based on the actual
magnet parameters, tha magnet power supply bus sys-
tem, and the proposed current ramping rate. The sys-
tem simulation approach can be applied to a larger
system as well, and will be briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the AGS Booster main ring, there are 36
dipoles, 24 horizontal and 24 vertical focusing quadru-
poles. The main coils of these magnets are connected in
series and powered by multiphase rectifier power sup-
plies. The requirements for the AGS Booster ring
power supplies are quite varied. They must act as
accurate low voltage supplies for beam injection; they
must ramp rapidly up and down, in two distinctly
different modes, for beam acceleration and cycle
recovery; and also be capable of flat top operation for
a period greater than two seconds for accumulation of
polarized proton beams. It is known that magnet
strings will behave like a varying impedance transmis-
sion lines, due to their distributed inductances and
capacitances. This leads to the concern of pulse
reflection noise problem during fast current ramping.
The circuit models of the dipole and quadrupole mag-
nets are shown in Figure 1. In these models, Lp, Rp,
Cp are the dipole magnet inductance, resistance, or
capacitance, respectively. And, LQ, RQ, CQ are defined

1 Work performed under the auspices of the VS. Depart-
ment of Energy.

similarly for the quadrupble magnet. The parameters
used in the simulation are summarized in table 1.
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Figure 1. The dipole and quadrupole magnei models.

Table 1. Magnet Parameters

Magnet
Inductance
Resistance
Capacitance

Dipole
3.2 mh
1.5 mohm
10 nf

Quad ru pole
0.35 mh
0.9 mohm
2nf

A simplified schematic of magnet bus connection
and power station arrangement is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the AGS-Booster
ring magnet power supply srst«m.
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This arrangement virtually splits the circuit into two
identical strings. One is from / + to //"", and another is
from //+ to /~. There are 12 identical sections in each
string, a total of 24 sections in the ring. Figure 3
shows a typical section consisting of 2 quadrupole
magnets and 3 top or bottom halves of dipole mag-
nets. The computer simulations are based on the cir-
cuit model of one entire string powered by two sup-
plies, one at each end, with the same voltage ampli-
tude but opposite polarities.
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Figure 3. A typical section of the magnet string.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The transient current response due to an applied

voltage step is the main interest in this study. In the
AGS Booster operation, the magnet current must ramp
up linearly from 600 amperes to 2500 amperes in
60 ms. This requires a voltage step about
+/—1068 volts at each end.

Each magnet string is a balanced circuit about
the center. Therefore, the center point is a virtual
short of the transmission line, when the magnet string
is powered by a pair of power supplies with equal
amplitude and reversed polarity. The wave reflection
time is twice the half'way delay time of the transmis-
sion line. The initial magnitude of the staircase noise is
about U/Z, where U is the voltage step, and Z is the
average impedance of the transmission line.

To damp out the noise, 6rst we added an exter-
nal resistor in parallel with each half dipole magnet.
As one might expect, the result shows that the smaller
the external resistance, the faster the noise damping
•rate. However, the current sharing between the exter-
nal resistor and the dipole magnet results in a current
difference between the dipole and quadrupole magnets.
For better tracking of the quadrupole and dipole fields
in the Booster ring, it is necessary to put an external
damping resistor in parallel with each quadrupole mag-
net as well as across the dipole magnet.

The damping resistor used with each half of the
dipole magnet is 300 fi, as suggested by M. Meth in
[4j, and a SO ft resistor is used for each quadrupole
magnet. Figure 4 shows 6 current curves of quadrupole
and dipole magnets located at the first, middle, and
last section of the magnet string, for the first 2 ms
after the excitation. Figure 5 (a) shows the absolute
current difference, as a percentage, between quadrupole
magnets and the design value, and (b) of the dipole

magnets. It can be seen that the current differenc
reduce to below 0.01% in 600 )ts. The average abs
'lute current difference of dipole and quadrupole ma
nets to the design value is shown in Figure 6, where
decreases to less than 0.01% in about 200 fis. It m<
be noticed that this scheme now contains a hi;
impedance resistive bypass with the main magn
string. Therefore, the nonlinearity of current rampii
caused by parallel and series resistance should be tak<
into account. Figure 7 shows the dipole and quadri
pole magnet current differences to the design value
percent. The peak difference is about 0.76%. A cure i
this problem is to apply small trimming steps durir
current ramping, and current tracking to the commas
will not be a. problem. Compared to the initial ste;
each trimming step must be fine enough, so that tt
reflection noise will not become noticeable.
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SIMULATION APPROACH

The circuit model of the AGS Booster ring mag-
net string is a high order ladder network. For an N
section L-C ladder network, the network matrix size is'
usually 2NX2N, which can easily go beyond the capa-
bility of the electronic simulation programs. To simu-
late the Booster ring magnet string, we formulate the
network in state space form. The voltage across the
capacitor and the current through the inductor are
chosen as the state variables. Since most high order
ladder network have all the distinctive eigenvalues, the
simulation can be obtained by using an eigen-system
analysis approach. Applying a similarity transforma-
tion to the state equation, the output can be converted
to a summation of the exponential functions. In this
simulation, time step iteration is not involved. The
simulation accuracy depends on the circuit model and
eigen-parameter computation. This method turns out
to be effective and of better simulation accuracy. How-
ever, it is restricted that the network must be a linear
system. This is an extension of the method we used to
simulate our fast kicker systems. Some detailed infor-
mation is given in reference [5j. The circuit is simu-
lated in MATRDCx2- We developed our own user code.
Expanding the stack size of the program, this method
can be applied to a larger system.
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Figcre 5 (b). The absolute carreat difference between dipole magnets.
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Figure 6. The average absolute current difference of quaA-upole

aid dipole magnets.
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2 MATRDCx >s a trademark of Integrated Syswms lac .
Santa Clara, CA 95C54. Figure 7. Current difference to the design value.


